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PLATE TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER AND 
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SAME 

Peter Hodson, Wellsville, and Ernest A. Lund 
strom, Valley Stream, N. Y., assignors to The 
Air Preheater Corporation, New York, N. Y. 

‘ Application July 23, 1948, Serial No. 40,336 

(Cl. 257—245) 10 Claims. 
1 

The present invention relates to heat exchange 
apparatus and particularly to a method of manu 
facturing heat exchanger components provided 
with extended surface in the form of pin-like 
?ns‘ or interrupted strip ?ns. 

Various types‘ of heat exchangers particularly 
those of the envelope type having passages 
formed by spaced plates for con?ning the ?uids 
in heat exchange relationship are frequently pro 
vided with extended surface in the form of ?ns 
intended to increase the ei?ciency of heat trans 
fer from a heated ?uid on one side of the passage 
wall to a cooler ?uid on the other side of the 
wall: The present invention contemplates the 
provision of ?nned components for use in heat 
exchangers either as a plate to form the walls 
of a fluid passageor as a member to be inserted 
in the passages of a regenerative exchanger to 
provide greater ei?ciency in heat exchange. 
Speci?cally, the invention involves methods of 
?rst forming perforations in a plate and then 
bending'it to form projections from its surface 
which will function as heat exchange ?ns. 
The invention will be best understood upon 

consideration of the following detailed descrip 
tion of illustrative methods when read in con 
junction with the accompanying drawings in 
which: - 

Figure 1 is a plan view of a perforated plate 
from which a heat exchange component is 
formed; 

Figure 2 is a perspective view illustrating the 
manner in which the plate is bent to provide 
the heat exchange ?ns; 
Figure 3 is a fragmentary perspective view 

illustrating the use of the heat exchange com“ 
ponents to form envelopes for a two ?uid heat 
exchanger. 7 ‘ 

Figures 4 and 6 are plan views of sheets per 
forated for forming alternative arrangements of 
the ?n surface; . 

Figure 5 vis ‘a fragmentary sectional view 
through part of a heat exchanger embodying 
?nned surface formed from the plate shown in 
Figure 4; and ' 

Figure 'l is a sectional view ‘through part of a 
heat exchange core of annular form embodying 
?nned surface created from the plates illustrated 
in Figures 4 and 6. 
In accordance with the invention the ?rst step 

in the process of making ?nned heat exchange 
components is to punch or otherwise form in a 
plate Hi (Fig. 1) a plurality of perforations H 
disposed in parallel rows I 2' with theperfora 
tions alined from row to row or offset if it is de 
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2 
sired to stagger the pin-?ns. The plate is then 
creased on the lines A—A extending along the 
axis of the rows l2 of openings and bent in what 
may be termed an upward direction along the 
lines 13-13 and (3-0 located at either side of 
each row I! at perforations Ii to raise the liga 
ments it that remain after punching the open 
ings H above the surface of the unbent por 
tions It of the plate. 
of each ligament i3 at either side of the crease 
line A—.A are raised from the surface It of the 
plate and drawn together to create a series of 
projecting tabs orv ?ns 2t alined in a plurality 
of parallel rows extending transversely of the 
plate, the perforations H becoming notch-like 
spaces between the ?ns. The erection of the liga 
ment portions iii to form the tab-like ?ns 20 re 
sults in the ?ns automatically alining with each 
other in rows extending transversely of the plate. 
This produces interrupted strip-?ns extending 
in one direction on- the plate. By narrowing the 
width of the ligaments IS the tabs 2i] become 
more and more pin-like. The ligament'por 
tions I5,‘ it are then brazed together. When 
a ?n is bonded to a plate that separates pas 
sages the heat to be transferred must traverse 
a double thickness of metal, i. e. the piece form 
ing the fins and the wall itself. This increases 
the resistance to heat ?ow which is proportional 

Furthermore, it is difficult to 
assure that each ?n is perfectly bonded to the 
wall separating the passages and lack of metal 
to metal contact in this region seriously affects 
heat ?ow. By forming the ?ns integral with 
the plate and using brazing or welding as a seal 

in the plate, one also assures perfect contact be“ 
tween the ?ns and plate without double thick 
nesses of plate being required. 
When used in a heat exchanger a number of 

complete elements 2! each having a multiplicity 
of tab-like ?ns 26 may be stacked upon each 
other or with intervening plates 2| have chan~ 
nel ?ns 22 as illustrated in Figure 2 and then 
brazed together so that the portions M form 
walls of the ?uid passage having the ?ns 2%! ex 
tending therefrom. Alternatively, complete ele 
ments 2! stacked together (with or without braz 
ing) into a unitary mass may be inserted in the 
fluid passages of a regenerative heat exchanger, 
for example, to absorb and temporarily store heat 
from gases before imparting to air or other fluids. 
The plate 3i; illustrated in Figure li-has rows 

of perforations ‘31! disposed in pairs separated 
‘ by a portion 32 of the plate which becomes part 

Thus, the halves l5, l6_ 



of the passage wall. In this alternative method 
the plate 36 is creased on the lines F-—F lying 
between the two rows of a pair. Thus the bend 
line is at the base of the ligaments 34, 35 between 
the perforations in the various rows. The plate 
30 is then. bent inv an upward direction on the 
lines G—G and'H—-I_-I€;so that..;rentireiligaments 
34 between the perforations in the row‘ 32 are‘ 
brought into contact with entire ligaments 35 
between the perforations in the row 33. 

surface of the plate when viewedizineside...eleva 
tion present the appearance ofaperforatedstrip 
as appears in the upper part‘.ofliigure?-while-in 
end elevation each double thicKnessLfinAO-is.‘ 
spaced from the adjacent ?ns and‘ connected‘ 
thereto by portions 32 of the plate. 
This form of ?nned plate is particularlygadapts 

ed for use in a heat exchanger wherein the core‘ 
iseofsannular cross section as illustrated in Fig 
ure i7, since‘iby' slanting' the bend lines‘ "KQand' L 
with “respect 110 the axes of ‘the row 'of-"perfora-r 
tions‘ as‘ indicated ~in ‘Figure '6 the plate‘ portion 
32"‘between :the rows 34", 35 of '{perforations will 
in‘ effect be‘ progressively wider alongrthe core 
radius with one side -42 of the ?nned strip ta 
pered" to accommodate-the radial ?ow passages 
of? the annular core-whilethe-distal ends 42' of 
the pin-fins will‘ lie in a common plane N—N 
coinciding with‘ the radius on the opposite wall 
of thepassalge; Figr'? showsa-porti'on of a core 
of annular shape in which‘ onefluid ?ows‘ parallel 
to {the center'of the corein'the passages 4'35‘while 
theiother'tfluid ‘?owsrradiallfy in ‘the passages 
44. 'Thistype corev is made'by alternatingplates 
32 ‘bent asshown in Fig. 4 for the passages-nor 
mal to the radius with plates 46 bent as shown 
in "Fig; '6 . for the‘ radial'~_pa=ss_ages. The-progres 
sively longer ?ns 141 will: allow these’ latter pas‘ 
sages to taper‘ toward, acornmon center result 
in'g_i_n a corehavingan‘annular shape. 
What'we claim is; 
_1‘. .'_',_Ijhe method‘ o-fjforming ‘a-L?nned heat trans 

fer‘ element of plate form for“ userin a heatex 
changer which‘ comprises; forming ‘in' the sur 
face of‘ a plate" of‘heat ‘ exchange ~mat’eria'l;a plu 
rality‘ ofspaced perforations alinedcinlpara'llel 
rows‘; ‘creasing the-plate alonglines parallel to 
one edge of said- plate fo-r;;ra_i_sing 'the‘ligaments 
remaining between"perforations-from the sur 
face of ,the- plate; squeezing the- raised ligament 
portions of the-plate into contact; and 'Welding 
or brazing the ligament portions together‘ for 
forming unitary'?ns and sealing off ?uid flow 
through "said perforations fromionezside' of‘the _ 
plate to the other. 

2‘. The method of forming a ?nned heat trans 
fer element of plate form for use ina heat ex‘ 
changer which comprises; forming in the sur 
face of a plate of ‘heat exchange material‘ a/plu 
rality of spaced perforations'alined in parallel‘ 
rows; folding ,the ligaments remaining in the 
plate between “perforations upwardly-along lines 
parallel to the axis of the rows and at either 
side thereof to; raise the ligaments from the sur 
face of the plate; creasing the raised ligaments 
along ‘lines corresponding to the axis of the 'rows 
of apertures and squeezing together theup-folded 
ligament portions to create tab-like ?ns of 
double thickness'projecting from the surface of_ 
the-plate; ?andwelding or ‘brazing the'thickness 
of'the tabs to each other‘to-form unitary-?ns.’ 

3; vThe-method of forming vva ?nned heat trans 
fer element of plate form-for use in a‘heat‘ eX--' 
changerwhic-h comprises; forming in the‘surs 
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4 
face of a plate of heat exchange material a plu 
rality of spaced perforations alined in parallel 
rows; creasing the ligaments remaining in the 
plate between perforations along lines corre 
sponding to the axis of the rows of apertures and 
bending ‘the plate upwardly along lines parallel 
to‘ the axisgpf'themows and at eithenside thereof 
to raise the ‘ligaments from' the surface of the 
‘plate; squeezing together the up-folded liga 

' ment portions to create tab-like ?ns of double 
thickness-projecting from the surface of the 
plate; and-welding or brazing the thicknesses of 
the ,?nto eachother to form unitary ?ns. 

rlz?'lfheimethod ofrforming a ?nned heat trans 
1 jenelemcntof'plate' form for use in a heat ex 
changer which comprises; forming in the sur 
faceiofi asplatelofiheat exchange material a plu 
rality of spaced perforations alined in parallel 
rows; ‘bending the platealong lines parallel to 
the rows of perforations to raise the ligaments 
between the- latter-from'the- surface of'the plate 
as spaced-‘?ns; fsqueezingtthe raisedv ligament por 
tions of -the'~plate into contact and Welding or 
brazingthemtogether. 

5. The method of forminga‘?nnedfheat trans‘ 
fer "element of-plateform for useina heat lex 
changer-which comprises; forming-win the sur 
face- of-a- plate ‘of .heat exchange material a plu 
rality ‘of’ spaced 'perforationsalined in‘ parallel 
rows; creasing'the plate- along dines extending 
between two contiguous 'rows of perforationssand 
bending the plate'upwardly along fold lines at 
either side ofsaid pair of rows of‘ perforations 
to'rai'se ' the‘ ligaments. remaining: between perfo 
rations-from the surface-of the plate; squeezing 
the‘ creased‘ ligaments in contact and‘ bonding 
themrtoget'her to form ?ns projecting, from the 
pl'atesurface. 

6'. Themethod of'formi'ng ai?nned‘lheat trans 
fer elementlofjplatel-form forusein aheat'ex 
changer'which comprises; forming inthe sur 
facesof 1a plate-of heat‘ exchange- ma-teriala plu~ 
rality of‘spaced perforations alined" in parallel 
rows: bending the plate in an upward direction 
along parallel; fold‘lines lying at either side of 
each contiguous pair of‘rows of-perf'orations to 
raise the- ligaments between perforations from 
the surface of the plate; creasing the plate along 
linesfparazllel' to" said fold ‘lines to bring‘ the fliga 
ments~~between the perforations- of one-row into 
contact with those between the locations of‘ the 
contiguous row; and Welding vor brazing the 
raised ligaments together for forming unitary 
?ns projecting from the platetsurface'. 

'7». The =metho‘d'f as recited in claim 5 wherein 
theplate-is‘bent along divergent fold ‘lines. 

8'. ‘In a-iheat-exchanger; ‘a wall‘ member sepa 
rating passages for two streams of ?uid ‘between, 
which ‘heat is to be exchanged‘ consisting-of a 
‘plate-member‘having a plurality of rows-of closely 
spaced narrow tab-like ?ns projecting‘ from its 
surface, said. tab-like ?ns comprising doubled 
ligament portions of the plate located between 
perforations spaced‘ inv rows; therein, abutting 
faces of said doubled ligament portions being 
bonded vtogether so as-to prevent leakage .of ‘?uid 
from’ one-side of saidplate wall to the other side 
thereof. 

9. In a heat exchanger; a wall separating the 
passages for vtwo streams of ?uid between which 
hcatiis' to. be exchanged consisting of. a plate 
member: having ;a- plurality of rows ofv closely 
spacedxnarrow tab-like .?-ns projecting from ‘its ~ 
surface ‘and made up of half-parts of narrow 
plate tligamentsnbetween perforations spaced, in 
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rows therein, said half parts of plate ligaments 
in an abutting relation and bonding material 
joining said ligament portions to form integral 
narrow ?ns thereof to prevent leakage from one 
side of said plate wall to the other side thereof. 

10. A heat exchanger made up of a plurality 
of wall members formed as recited in claim 9 
stacked upon each other so as to provide a core 
in which all of the walls separating passages 
for ?uid ?ow are formed from plate members 
With ?ns integral therewith located in the pas 
sages. ' 

PETER HODSON. 
ERNEST A. LUNDS'I’ROM. 
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